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The concept of an endo-permutation module was introduced by E. C. 
Dade in two fundamental papers [4, 51. These modules are supposed to be 
candidates for sources of irreducible modules or lattices. Indeed Dade 
showed that they arise in this way in p-nilpotent groups, more generally 
over blocks of defect zero. His classification of the endo-permutation 
modules over abelian p-groups has found interesting applications. 
Let us fix a finite group G and a p-modular system (K, R, k), where R 
is the ring of integers in some finite extension K of the p-adic number field 
Q,, and where the residue class field k = R/nR is assumed to contain all 
possible 1Glth roots of unity (in characteristic p). If P is a p-subgroup of 
G, an RP-lattice V is called an endo-permutation module provided 
End,(V)r VQR V* is a permutation module for P (over R). An 
analogous definition holds for kP-modules. 
Fact. If G is p-solvable, the sources of the simple kG-modules are 
(algebraic) endo-permutation modules. 
This seems to be ‘folklore’. The author realized it from Feit’s discussion 
of algebraic modules in [9, Chap. X, Section 7 J. Nevertheless the result is 
rather strong, because algebraic endo-permutation modules are quite 
restricted (at least over abelian p-groups). 
Let x be an irreducible character of G which can be written in K. Usually 
the variety of RG-lattices affording x is rather complex (involving different 
vertices). However, if x is irreducible as a Brauer character (mod p), there 
will be a unique RG-lattice affording x (up to isomorphism). Also, if x is 
of height zero (in its p-block), the vertices of all such lattices are defect 
groups of the block. 
Question. Assuming G is p-solvable, does there always exist an 
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The answer is “yes” if x is p-rational and irreducible as a Brauer charac- 
ter (Proposition 1). The answer is also “yes” if 1 is of height zero and K 
contains the pth roots of unity (Proposition 2). Actually the fact is a conse- 
quence of Proposition 1 and the Fong&SwanIsaacs theorem. So the endo- 
permutation modules occurring there can be lifted. It follows from Dade’s 
classification that endo-permutation modules over abelian p-groups can 
always be lifted. The general problem seems to be still open. 
The answer is “no” in general: Let p= 2, G = G&(3), and let x be a 
faithful irreducible character of G of degree 2. If W is any RG-lattice 
affording x, which requires that R contains the square root fl, the 
reduction m= W/x W is simple having O,(G) as vertex, a quaternion 
group Q8. But the vertices of W are the Sylow 2-subgroups of G. 
However, if the answer to our question is “yes” and P is a vertex of the 
RG-lattice affording x, the p-parts of IG: PI and x( 1) coincide (see 
Corollary 1 in Section 1 below). Therefore the vertices have to be “mini- 
mal” then (as for the simple kG-modules [ 121). This inded provides lots of 
counterexamples (cf. [3; 9, p. 4181). 
On the other hand, it turns out that for odd primes p it is just impossible 
to find a counterexample where x is irreducible as a Brauer character: 
THEOREM. Suppose G is p-solvable and x is a character of G which is 
p-modularly irreducible. Let K = K(X). The sources of the unique (up to 
isomorphism) RG-lattice affording x are (algebraic) endo-permutation 
modules unless p = 2 and SL,(3) or 2, . (Q8 3 D,) are involved in G. 
Here Z, (Q8 i D8) stands for the semidirect product of the cyclic group 
Z, of order 5 acting faithfully on the extra-special 2-group Q8 3 D, of 
order 32 (and negative type). This group exists and is unique up to 
isomorphism and, like SL,(3), also leads to examples where the theorem 
fails. Of course, the solvability assumption is decisive (as it is for the fact). 
The proof of the theorem utilizes almost all techniques available in the 
area (Fong reductions, Clifford theory, Hall-Higman theory). In par- 
ticular, a crucial tool will be a result referring to the Clifford theory of 
tensor induction (Proposition 3). This proposition, which is based on work 
by Berger [2] and Dade [6], might be of independent interest. 
1. SOME PROPERTIES OF ENDO-PERMUTATION MODULES 
We shall summarize some basic facts from Dade [4, 51. Notation is 
standard (Feit [9]), except that we sometimes indicate module or block 
induction by the symbol ‘Ind’. Tensor induction is written ‘Ten’. We keep 
the general conventions introduced above. Let P be a p-subgroup of G. 
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LEMMA 1 (Dade). Let U, V be endo-permutation RP-modules. 
(a) LJ$JR V and V* = Horn, (V, R) are endo-permutation modules. 
(b) Zf Q is a subgroup of P, every direct summand of V, is an endo- 
permutation RQ-module. 
(c) For any x E G, the conjugate RP’-module V‘ is an endo-permuta- 
tion module. 
For (a) see [4, (2.2)], for (b) [4, (2.14), (2.5)]. Statement (c) is obvious; 
it shows that if V is a source of some indecomposable RG-lattice W, all 
sources of W are endo-permutation modules. 
LEMMA 2 (Dade). Let V be an indecomposable endo-permutation 
RP-module. 
(a) V is absolutely indecomposable. 
(b) V= V/XV is an absolutely indecomposable endo-permutation 
kP-module having a vertex with V in common. 
(c) Zf V has vertex P, the R-rank rk, (V) = * 1 (mod p). 
For (a) see [4, (6.6)] and also [7]. Combining this with [4, (6.2), (6.3)] 
and [4, (3.7)J gives (b). Finally (c) follows from [4, (6.4)], because this 
implies that rk, (End, (V)) = 1 (mod p) in the present situation. 
As for Green’s theory of vertices and sources the reader is referred to 
Feit [9]. We often use the following argument: Suppose W is an indecom- 
posable RG-lattice and V an indecomposable RP-lattice. If W( VG = 
Indz( V) and VI W,, then V and W have a vertex and a source in common 
[9, 111.4.61. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose the indecomposable RG-lattice W has a P-source 
V which is an endo-permutation module. Then 
(a) 8= V/nV is u P-source for some indecomposahle summand of 
?v= W{lcW. 
(b) I f  W affords an absolutely irreducible character x, the p-parts of 
IG: PI and ~(1) agree. 
Since I?‘/ PC and VI iii,, (a) follows from Lemma 2(b). As p does not 
divide rkR( V) by Lemma 2(c), statement (b) is a consequence of [15, 
(4.511. 
LEMMA 3 (Dade). Let H be a normul p’-subgroup of G. If  W is an 
RG-lattice such that W, is indecomposable, the vertices qf W are the Sylow 
p-subgroups qf G and the sources are endo-permutation modules. 
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This follows from Theorem 13.13 in [S] when QH is considered in place 
of G, where Q is a Sylow p-subgroup of G. One just needs to know that 
(the projective RH-module) W, affords an absolutely irreducible character. 
But this is clear since R contains the 1 HI th roots of unity by our assump- 
tion on k. 
Recall that an endo-permutation RP-module is “capped” if it has an 
indecomposable summand with vertex P. By [4, (3.8)] the isomorphism 
type of such a summand (“the cap”) then is uniquely determined. For 
example, in the above situation W, is a capped endo-permutation module. 
LEMMA 4 (Dade). Suppose U and V are indecomposuhle endo-permuta- 
tion RP-modules with vertex P. [f  U/XV z V/XV, then U z I. @ R V .for some 
RP-lattice A qf R-rank 1. 
Proof: By 14, (3.10)] UOR V* is a capped endo-permutation module, 
say with cap 1.. By hypothesis and [ 5, ( 12.1)] rk,(1”) = 1. But now i. OR V 
is the cap of 
UOREnd.(V)z(UOR V*)@, V. 
If Q is a proper subgroup of P, no summand of UOR IndG(R) g (U,)’ has 
vertex P by Green’s theorem [9, 111.3.81. Now use that End,(V) is a 
permutation module, and the Krull-Schmidt theorem. 1 
LEMMA 5. Let V he an indecomposable endo-permutation RP-module. If  
V= V/XV is algebraic so is V. 
Proof: For the concept of algebraic modules we refer to Feit [9, 
Chap. II, Section 51. Let W be an indecomposable summand of some 
tensor power V” of V. By Lemma 1, W is an endo-permutation module. So 
W= W/zW is indecomposable by Lemma 2(b), and I%’ is a summand of 
V’ z V”/XV”. By virtue of [9, 11.5.11 it therefore suffices to show that there 
are only finitely many endo-permutation RP-modules U with U/nU g @. 
This follows at once from the Jordan-Zassenhaus theorem. But we can 
avoid that. In fact, by Lemma l(b) and Lemma 2(b) we may restrict our- 
selves to the case where W has vertex P, and then Lemma 4 applies. 1 
COROLLARY 2. Let H be a normal p’-subgroup of G. Ij’ W is an 
RG-lattice for which W, is indecomposable, then W is algebraic. 
W (resp. iii= W/z W) is algebraic if and only if its sources are algebraic 
[9, 11.5.31. By assumption @’ (even W,) is simple. Apply Feit’s theorem 
[9, X.7.21 and Lemmas 3, 5, and Corollary l(a). 
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LEMMA 6. Suppose W is an RG-lattice for which W = W/z W is simple. 
Jf the sources of W are endo-permutation modules, O,(G)’ is in the kernel 
of W. 
Proof Let P be a vertex and V be a P-source of W. Then by 
Corollary 1 (a) P= V/XV is a P-source of ii;: Since 6’ is simple, N = O,,(G) 
is in its kernel. Hence N s P [9, 111.4.121. 
Let U be an indecomposable summand of V,. By Lemma l(b) 
and Lemma 2(b), o= U/rcU is an indecomposable endo-permutation 
kN-module. But N acts trivially on 0. Thus rk,( U) = 1. It follows that 
N’ is in the kernel of V and hence of V”. Use finally that W is a direct 
summand of this module. 1 
2. MINIMAL COUNTEREXAMPLES 
From now on we assume that G is p-solvable. It is convenient to describe 
some basic methods of proof by investigating certain minimal counter- 
examples. Consider first the following: 
Statement A. For any RG-lattice W affording an (absolutely) irre- 
ducible character, the sources are endo-permutation modules. 
A minimal counterexample (G, W) to Statement A is one where rk,( W) 
is minimal and where, under the counterexamples with this property, G has 
minimal order. 
PROPOSITION A. Let (G, W) be a minimal counterexample to State- 
ment A. Then the following hold 
( 1) W is faithful. 
(2) The block B of RG containing W is quasi-primitive. 
(3) The defect groups of B are the Sylow p-subgroups of G. 
(4) O,.(G) is a cyclic subgroup of the centre Z(G). 
Proof (1) This is clear. Note that if N is a normal p-subgroup or 
p’-subgroup of G in the kernel of W, the vertices of W (as an RG-module) 
are mapped onto the vertices of W as an R[G/N]-module. 
(2) B is quasi-primitive if it covers a unique block of RN for any 
normal subgroup N of G. Assume the contrary. Then there are a normal 
subgroup N of G and a block b of RN covered by B such that the inertia 
group T of b is a proper subgroup of G. By [IS, V.2.51 there is a unique 
block B, of RT covering b such that B = Indy(B,) (in the sense of Brauer). 
The blocks B and B, are indeed Morita equivalent via induction Ind:. 
4x1 129 I-6 
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This is slightly stronger than [9, V.2.51, but it follows at once from 
Morita’s theory. We indicate the relevant steps. Let e be the block idempo- 
tent to h and f the sum of its distinct (orthogonal) G-conjugates. Then 
RGeRG = fRG is an ideal-direct summand of RG including just those 
blocks covering h. Observe that e E Z(RT) and that exe = x(e’)e = 0 for 
.YE G- T. Thus eRGe=eRT= RTe is an ideal-direct summand of RT 
containing just those block ideals of RT covering b. Multiplication in RG 
induces epimorphisms of bimodules 
eRG&, RGe -+-+ eRGe, RGe@,,,, eRG a fRG. 
From Morita’s theory [l, Chap. II, Section 31 it follows that these maps 
are isomorphisms and that BrRT eRG: Mod(eRT) + Mod(fRG) is an 
equivalence of categories of (finitely generated, unitary, right) modules. 
Note finally that, via the obvious projections, the functors Q,,eRG and 
Ind$ = aRT RG on Mod(eRT) are naturally equivalent. 
Consequently there is a unique (up to isomorphism) RT-module W, E B, 
such that Wr IndF( W,). But then W and W, have a vertex and a source 
in common. This gives the desired contradiction. 
(3) By (2) and Fong’s second reduction [9, X.1.21 we may assume 
that O,.(G) is central in G. (A slight improvement of Fong’s result will be 
used in step (4)) Now the assertion is easily verified using that G is 
p-solvable (e.g., see [9, X.1.41). 
(4) Let H= O,.(G). By (2) W, is a multiple of some unique 
(absolutely) indecomposable (projective) RH-lattice X. By Theorem B and 
Theorem 5 in [ 171 there exist a central extension H w  G + G/H, with H 
being cyclic of order dividing exp(H), and a block B’ of RG such that 
OR 8: Mod(B) + Mod(B) 
is an equivalence of module categories. Here 8 is a module for the fibre 
product G = 2; A G (amalgamating G/H) which extends X, viewed as a 
module for Ker(G + G) by means of the obvious isomorphism with H. 
Under this equivalence, corresponding indecomposables have isomorphic 
vertices. 
By Lemma 3 the vertices of 2 are the Sylow p-subgroups of 6 and the 
sources are endo-permutation modules. Let V be a Q-source of .?. 
Let 6’ be the unique (up to isomorphism) RG-lattice in fi with 
@‘OR 8g W. Assume rkR(X) > 1. Then (G, m) cannot be a counterexam- 
ple to Statement A. (Note that k contains all possible ](!?I th roots of unity.) 
Let U be a P-source of @ regarded as a G-module. Since the image of P 
in G is a vertex of @ as an Rc-module, we know that U is an endo- 
permutation RP-module. Also, P is a vertex of W (as a G-module). 
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Now 6’1 U” and 81 V”. Hence application of the Mackey tensor product 
theorem [9, 11.2.101 shows that W is a direct summand of 
for some x E 6. Since P is a vertex of W, we must have P” E Q, and some 
indecomposable summand of U-‘@ V,, is a P-‘-source of W. By Lemma 1 
this is an endo-permutation module, contrary to the choice of (G, W). 
Consequently rk,JX) = 1. Since W, is a multiple of X, H acts on W by 
scalar multiplications. Since W is faithful by (l), H is a cyclic subgroup of 
Z(G). I 
Statement B. Assume K contains the pth roots of unity when p is odd 
and the fourth roots of unity otherwise. If x is an irreducible character of 
G which can be written in K, there exists an RG-lattice affording x for 
which the sources are endo-permutation modules. 
A minimal counterexample (G, x) to Statement B is one where the degree 
x( 1) is minimal and where, under the counterexamples with this property, 
G has minimal order. 
PROPOSITION B. Let (G, 1) be a minimal counterexample to Statement B. 
Then conditions (l)-(4) of Proposition A hold (with W replaced by x). 
Moreover, we have the following: 
(5) x is K-primitive. 
(6) O,(G) = EC Z is a central product of an extra-special p-group E 
and the cyclic group Z = Z(O,(G)), where E is normal in G and 
Z(E) s Z(G). If p is odd, E is of exponent p. 
(7) xE is (absolutely) irreducible, whence I( 1) = IE/Z(E)I “‘. 
(8) G acts irreducible and “symplectically” on E/Z(E). 
(9) For any RG-lattice affording x, the vertices are the Sylow 
p-subgroups of G. 
Proof It is clear that Proposition A applies. 
(5) Assume x is not K-primitive, i.e., x = BG for some K-character 
(realizable over K) 0 of some proper subgroup T of G. So Statement B 
holds for (T, 0). But for any RT-lattice W affording 8, WC affords x and 
has a vertex and a source with W in common. This gives the desired 
contradiction. 
(5) will be used as follows: For any normal subgroup N of G, xN is a mul- 
tiple of some irreducible K-character of N (Clifford; x is quasi-primitive 
over K). This implies by (1) that all abelian normal subgroups of G are 
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cyclic and, by our assumption on K, those of order p resp. 4 (in case p = 2) 
are even central in G. 
(6) By (4), H = O,,(G) is a cyclic subgroup of Z(G). Let P = O,,(G). 
Since G is p-solvable, we have 
C,(P) E O,,,(G) = P x H. 
If P were abelian, it would be even cyclic and G/C,(P) a p-group, by virtue 
of (5) and (1). Consequently G = P x H would be cyclic, which is 
impossible. Thus P is nonabelian. On the other hand, every G-invariant 
abelian subgroup of P is cyclic, and those of order p resp. 4 (in case p = 2) 
are even in the centre of G. Thus P. Halls characterization of the p-groups 
of “symplectic type” applies [IO, (5.4.9)]. We obtain that P has the 
asserted structure. 
When p is odd, E = O,(P) is a normal (extra-special) subgroup (of 
exponent p), as required. For p = 2 we have to show that E can be chosen 
to be normal in G. We use that G is 2-solvable. 
Let P, be the inverse image in P of sZ,( P/P’). This is normal in G with 
Z, = Z(P,) being cyclic of order p = 2 or 4 and central in G. Further, 
P6 = P’ has order 2, P,/P’ is elementary, and P = P,Z. We have to con- 
sider the case where Z, = P, n Z is of order 4. Let P,/Z, be a minimal 
G-invariant subgroup of P,/Z,. Then P, is nonabelian, for otherwise by 
(5) it would be cyclic (of exponent 4) and so P, = Z,. Similarly, 
Z(P,) = Z,, and C = C,(P,/Z,) is a proper subgroup of G. Since 
Hom(P,/Z,, Z,) = Hom(P,/Z,, P’): 
this C centralizes even P,/P’, in view of a familiar interpretation of 
1-cohomology (Horn = H’ for trivial modules). We have O,(G/C) = 1 as 
G/C acts faithfully and irreducibly on P, /Z,. Thus O,.(G/C) # 1 and 
P,JP’=Z,/P’x [P,/P’, O,.(G/C)]. 
Let E, denote the inverse image in P, of the second direct factor on the 
right. This E, is extra-special and normal in G. 
Now taking commutators in P, imposes on P,/Z, a nondegenerate sym- 
plectic form which is preserved by G. We have seen that P,/Z, is a non- 
degenerate subspace, so that P,/Z,, = PI/Z, I Cpo(P1)/Zo is a G-stable 
orthogonal decomposition. We conclude that we may write 
P,lZ,= P,/Z, I .“I P,JZ,, 
where each Pi/Z, is nondegenerate, and a simple 5,G-module. Thus if Ei 
is defined with regard to Pi as before, E = (E,, . . . . E;) has the desired 
properties. 
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(7) Let [ be an (absolutely) irreducible constituent of xE. By our 
assumption on K, < can be written in K. By (l), (5) 5 is faithful and 
G-invariant. Further c( 1) = [E/Z(E)1 ‘I2 by the known character theory of 
extra-special p-groups [ 10, (5.5.5)]. 
Assume xE # [. By [ 17, Theorem B] there exist a central extension 
,!? * G + G/E, with E being cyclic of order exp(E) (=p resp. 4 when 
p = 2), and a K-character R of G such that x = 1.4. Here f is a character 
of the tibre product 6 = G A G (amalgamating G/E) which agrees with [ on 
Ker(G + G) z E. Both i and [ are absolutely irreducible of degree less 
than x( 1) (and k contains the 161 th roots of unity). Hence by the choice 
of (G, x), there exist &lattices @ and J? affording I and [, respectively, 
for which the sources are endo-permutation modules. We claim that the 
RG-lattice W= @“OR 2 has the same property, yielding the desired con- 
tradiction. 
Let U be a P-source of p and let V be a Q-source of .J? (as G-modules). 
By the Mackey tensor product theorem there is x E G such that W (as a 
G-module) is a direct summand of the &lattice induced from 
Y,= u;,,,o vpnp. 
Now U’] m,, and VI8,. We obtain that Y, is a direct summand of 
W - ~prnQ@&\nQ. P’nQ- Thus if Y is an indecomposable summand of 
Y, with WI YG, then W and Y have a vertex and a source in common. By 
Lemma 1, Y and its sources are endo-permutation modules. Of course, W 
affords x (as a character of G or G). The claim follows since Ker(G + G) 
is a p-group. 
(8) Recall that Z(E) is in the centre of G. Therefore G preserves the 
standard (nondegenerate) symplectic form on E/Z(E) defined by taking 
commutators in E. (E/Z(E) is a “symplectic” [F,G-module.) 
Assume there is a normal subgroup S of G such that Z(E) c S c E 
(properly). Then S is nonabelian, for otherwise S is cyclic and in the centre 
of G by (l), (5), whence S = Z(E). By a similar argument Z(S) = Z(E). 
Repeating the argumentation of (7) we obtain that also xS is irreducible. 
But this forces S = E just by considering character degrees. 
(9) Suppose S is a proper subgroup of E such that the normalizer 
N&S) covers G/E. Then by (8) either S c Z(E) or S covers E/Z(E). Using 
that Z(E) s Z(G) we see that NJS) = G at any rate. Condition (9) is thus 
a consequence of (7) and the results of Cline [3]. 1 
Comment. Propositions A and B will not apply directly in the estab- 
lishment of our main results. We shall have to deal with the following 
additional hypotheses: 
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(Hl ) x is p-modularly irreducible; 
(H2) x is of height zero (in its p-block); 
(H3) p=2 and G does not involve S&(3) nor Z, .(Q*oD,). 
Also, the field K may lack some roots of unity. In each case we have to 
ensure that the arguments used in (l))(9) are compatible. This will be easy. 
So the above discussions serve as a basis for our further work. 
3. Two APPLICATIONS 
We still assume that G is p-solvable. Suppose x is an (irreducible) 
character of G which is p-modularly irreducible. Then 1 can be written in 
K= Q,(x) [9, IV.9.41. Moreover, there is a unique (up to isomorphism) 
RG-lattice affording 1. Since module induction and reduction mod n com- 
mute, this shows that Hypothesis (H 1) causes no problem for our purpose. 
Possibly the field K has to be enlarged (according to our general conven- 
tion). 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose W is an RG-lattice with simple reduction 
mod TT. If W affords a p-rational character, its sources are (algebraic) endo- 
permutation modules. 
Proof Let x be the character afforded by W. By assumption Q,(x) is 
unramified (over Q,). In view of Lemma 2(a) we may assume without loss 
that K = K(x) is unramilied. 
Assume the proposition is false and (G, W) is a minimal counterexample 
(in the usual sense, excluding the property “algebraic”). Then according to 
(l), (4) for Proposition A, W is faithful and H= O,,(G) is a cyclic sub- 
group of Z(G). Let P= O,(G). Then P # 1, because otherwise G = H. But 
P is in the kernel of W/p W. Hence by a result of Minkowski p = 2 and P 
is an elementary abelian 2-group (cf. [9, X.2.4 and its proof]). 
But according to step (5) in Proposition B, P must even be (central) of 
order 2. As G is p-solvable, thus G = PH is cyclic, contradicting the choice 
of (G, W). Apply finally Feit’s theorem [9, X.7.21 and Lemma 5 in order 
to get that the sources are algebraic. 1 
PROPOSITION 2. Assume K contains the pth roots of unity. If x is an 
irreducible character of G with height zero which can be written in K, there 
exists an RG-lattice affording 1 for which the sources are algebraic endo- 
permutation modules. 
Proof Suppose this is false, and let (G, x) be a minimal counterexample 
(in the obvious sense). The property “with height zero” (H2) apparently 
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is not affected by our considerations in Proposition A. Moreover, the 
arguments work for the (stronger) statement that the sources should be 
algebraic also; use Corollary 2 of Section 1 in the crucial step (4). Thus x 
is faithful and H= O,,(G) is a cyclic central subgroup of G. Also, by (3) the 
degree of x is not divisible by p. 
Let P = Op( G). Since 2 is faithful of $-degree, P is abelian. As in step (5) 
for Proposition B, x is K-primitive. It follows that Q,(P) is cyclic and cen- 
tral in G, by assumption on K. Thus P is cyclic and G/C,(P) is a p-group. 
As G is p-solvable, this forces that G = PH is cyclic. Hence the result. m 
Remark. In general the conclusion of Proposition 2 does not hold for 
all RG-lattices affording x (see Example 1 below). 
4. SOME EXAMPLES 
Example 1 shows that “largeness” of the field of scalars is of some 
significance in our discussions. Examples 2, 3 refer to the exceptions in the 
theorem. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let P be the cyclic group of order p >, 5 and let H # 1 be 
a proper subgroup of Aut(P). Let G = H. P be the semidirect product, and 
let x be a faithful irreducible character of G. Since x( 1) = I HI, x is of height 
zero. By construction K = Q,(x) does not contain the pth roots of unity, 
but x can be written in K. 
There is no RG-lattice affording x for which the sources are endo- 
permutation modules. For such a source I/ must have vertex P and cannot 
be the trival module R, because x is faithful. Thus 
1 <rk.(V)b IH( <p- 1 
by the choices of K and H. Apply Lemma 2(c). It follows from [9, 1.18.7 
and 111.4.141 that all absolutely indecomposable components of V are of 
rank > 1 and that some are a P-source of a lattice affording x. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let p = 2. Let G be the binary octahedral group (of 
order 48). G is isomorphic to a subgroup of the real unit quaternions and 
hence of SUj2(C). Thus G has a faithful irreducible character 1 of degree 2. 
The restriction to O,(G) g Qp of 1 remains irreducible, and x is also 
irreducible as a Brauer character (mod 2). We can write x in K provided 
$2~ K. The vertices of “the” RG-lattice W affording x are the Sylow 
2-subgroups of G but O,(G) is the vertex of W/n W. So the sources of W 
cannot be endo-permutation modules (see Corollary 1 in Section 1). 
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Of course, G’ g S&(3) but G is not isomorphic to G&(3), which 
provides a counterexample of the same type (see the introduction). 
EXAMPLE 3. Let p = 2. Let N be the normalizer of a Sylow 5-subgroup 
in the orthogonal group 0, (2) (which is isomorphic to Sym(5); N is a 
Frobenius group of order 20). Since O,(N) acts fixed-point-freely on the 
standard module, every cohomology group of N on that vanishes (cf. [ 11, 
Theorem 21). It is easy to verify that H’(N, E2) is of order 2. Thus there 
are exactly two nonisomorphic (split and nonsplit) group extensions 
with N acting faithfully on E = Q,r, D, modulo its centre. Fix one 
such group G. The faithful irreducible character of E can be extended 
to a character x of G, because N has cyclic Sylow subgroups (see also 
[6, (1.2)]). As a Brauer character (mod 2), 1 must be irreducible (for 
Nr G/O,(G)). Now let K= K(X). Then as before (or by Lemma 6) the 
sources of “the” RG-lattice affording x cannot be endo-permutation 
modules (and K must be ramified over Cl!>). 
There are similar examples with QR 0 D, replaced by Q8 J D,r, Z, and the 
orthogonal group by the symplectic group Sp,(2) (cf. [ 11, Theorem 51). 
We finally consider some nonsolvable groups. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let p = 2 and let q be an odd prime power. Let x be one 
of the two irreducible characters of SL,(q) of degree (q - 1)/2. Then 1 is 
2-rational and irreducible as a Brauer character. In case q = 1 (mod 4), the 
vertices of the resulting simple reduction are quaternion groups Qs and the 
sources are 2-dimensional [S, Theorem 11. By Lemma 2(c) the sources 
cannot be endo-permutation modules. 
The situation is different when q = 3 (mod 4). Then x is not faithful. Let 
KI> a,(x) and let W be an RPS&(q)-lattice affording x. Let P be a vertex 
and V be a P-source of W. Then P is a (dihedral) Sylow 2-subgroup of 
P.%,,(q), and there is an exact sequence 
of RP-lattices, where X= Ind&,( R) is a permutation module with uniserial 
reduction X = X/rcX (y E P - P’ an involution). The proof is analogous to 
that for [S, Theorem 31. Since rkR( V) is odd, End,( I’) g R@ U for some 
RP-lattice U (corresponding to matrices with trace 0). Using Frobenius 
reciprocity and Mackey decomposition, and splitting of 0 it k -+ x -+ v + 0 
as an (exact) sequence of k( y )-modules, one computes that End,,( P) = 
Horn&X, I’) has dimension [PI/4 = lP/( y)\PJ - 1. Therefore u can be 
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embedded into the injective (free) kP-module (kP)“P”4P ‘I. Counting 
dimensions we see that D itself is free. We conclude that V is an endo- 
permutation (even endo-trivial) U-module. 
There are similar examples for odd p. The following one has been 
pointed out by G. Michler: The Tits group F,(2)’ has an irreducible 
character of degree 27 which is even irreducible as a Brauer character 
mod p = 5. The sources of the simple reduction (mod 5) are still of dimen- 
sion 27, so cannot be endo-permutation modules. 
It follows from [ 161 that if x belongs to a p-block of some group G with 
cyclic defect groups and x is irreducible as a Brauer character mod p, the 
sources of the unique (up to isomorphism) RG-lattice affording x are endo- 
trivial modules (R large enough). 
5. TENSOR INDUCTION 
The proof of the theorem will strongly rely on what may be called 
Clifford theory of tensor induction. Such a theory has been initiated by 
Berger [2]. For a preliminary version of the present paper, the author 
improved some of Berger’s results in a separate note. Then he became 
aware of work by Dade [6] which turned out to make this effort super- 
fluous. As a consequence the paper was rewritten giving only some brief 
comments on the subject. However, the referee recommended the inclusion 
of a more detailed account. 
Consider the following situation (corresponding to [2, (5.1)]): 
(TI) E is a normal extra-special p-subgroup of (the p-solvable group) 
G such that Z(E) is central in G and U = E/Z(E) is an irreducible 
F,G-module (via conjugation). Assume there is a proper extra-special sub- 
group EO c E such that E is the central product of the distinct G-cortjugates 
of-&,. 
Write U, = E,/Z( E,), and let {t, )y=, be a right transversal to T= 
N&E,) in G (with t, = 1). Then with regard to the usual symplectic form 
on U, U, is a nondegenerate subspace and we have an orthogonal decom- 
position 
In particular, U = IndF( U,) and so UO is a simple [F, T-module. 
If V is a T-module, TenG,( V) denotes the tensor induced G-module. That 
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is, Ten$( V) = @ :=, (P’@ t;) (with the obvious ordering), and x E G acts 
via 
0 (u;O fib’ & (u,x;O t;,), 
,=I ,.u = 1 
where x, E T and ix E { 1, . . . . PZ} are defined by tix=xitir. Let M= Ind4(1F,) 
denote the (induced) permutation [F,,G-module. 
PROPOSITION 3. Assume situation (TI). In addition, assume that there is 
a G-invariant subgroup of T= N,(E,) which acts nontrivially on U. Let F be 
any ,field containing a primitive pth root qf unity when p is odd and a 2’th 
one otherwise, where 2’ = 4. exp( T/TIE),. There exists a group extension 
M 2-, e + G such that any faithful simple FG-module W decomposes over 
Fe in the,form 
Here i; is the inverse image in 6 of T and # is a simple FF-module. 6 has 
a normal p-subgroup l? which maps onto E and is in the kernel of the 
module 2. 
Proof Since G acts irreducibly on U, E is of symplectic type and 
O,(G/C,( U)) = 1. In particular, exp(E) = p when p is odd. So F is a split- 
ting field for E (of characteristic Zp). Let V be an (absolutely) simple 
FE-module occurring in W,. Since W is faithful and Z(E) E Z(G), V is 
faithful and G-invariant. Let V, be the simple constituent of V,. By 
assumption (TI), T is the inertia group of V, in G. Let x, [, co denote the 
(Frobenius) characters afforded by W, V, V,, respectively. 
Of course, Ez C,(U) c T and O,,,(G/C,( U)) # 1, because G is 
p-solvable. Hence by [6, (5.2)] there is a subgroup G, 3 C,(E) such that 
G, n E = Z(E) and G = Go E. Let TO = G, n T, and fix notation so that { ti} 
is a transversal to TO in G,. Regard E, as a To-operator group via conjuga- 
tion in G. Then Go acts on the direct power g= Eg) by ((z~),)” = (z;‘),. 
Let e = G, . g be the semidirect product. Using (TI) one establishes that 
the map 
x (z,) H x n z;’ 
is an epimorphism from e onto G. Observe that the z:l= t,-‘z,t, (zip E,) 
for i = 1, . . . . n commute pairwise in E. Note also that Ker(G ++ G) g A4 as 
a G-module (via conjugation in e). 
View W as an Fe-module by means of this epimorphism, and view V,, 
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as an F&module via the projection of E onto its first component. 
Obviously E maps onto E. Regard V as an FE-module in this way. The 
same for the characters. By (TI) we then have 
Observe that co, as a character of & is invariant under F= r,. g, which 
is the inverse image in G of T. Clearly < is G-invariant, and X~ contains [. 
We may identify F/Ker([,) with the semidirect product T, E,. Consider 
its quotient group F. E,, where T= T,JC,(E,). We claim that OP,( T) # 1. 
Using that Go/C,(E) z G/C,(U) acts irreducibly on U, this readily follows 
from the additional assumption of the proposition (which implies that U is 
not quasi-primitive). Hence the main result in Dade [6, (1.2) (1.4)] 
applies. So there is a character i of F extending co and having C,(E,) in 
its kernel. Actually Dade only proved this for complex characters, but this 
carries over. However, we want to show that i can be chosen as an 
F-character. In case p is odd, i can be chosen in some unique way, and the 
assertion is confirmed by taking a glance at the proofs for [6, (1.4)] and 
[ 14, (4.7)]. For p = 2 the situation is quite different and rather tough. We 
argue using the theory developed in [ 171. 
It suffices to handle the case where char(F) =O. By [17, Theorem B] 
there is a “representation group” for to over Q(i) (i’ = - 1). Since some 
extension i exists, this yields an element in Ext(F/F’, (i)) which vanishes 
if and only if there is a Q(i)-character of To E, extending to (cf. the proof 
for [17, Theorem Cl). Therefore it is enough to find a primitive 2’th root 
of unity E for some r 3 2 such that the map 
Ext( T/T’, (i)) --+ Ext( p/F’, (E)), 
induced by embedding (i) into (E), is the zero map. This holds true if 
2’ 3 4 . exp( F/F’), . Note finally that 7 is an epimorphic image of T/E. 
So there is an FF-module @ such that @Ed I’, (as an FE-module). But 
now by construction 
Since also W, contains V (as an FE-module) and V is absolutely simple, 
by basic Clifford theory W z Ten$ I@) OF k for some F&module k having 
,!? in its kernel (e.g. see [ 17, Theorem A]). This completes the proof. 1 
Remark. The author’s original approach does not use the deep (for 
p = 2) extendibility criterion of Dade [6]. The realization problem for p = 2 
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did not appear taking, however, the permutation module over Z/42. Also, 
the additional assumption made in Proposition 3 can be avoided. Details 
will be published elsewhere. The present approach likewise works for 
quasisimple in place of extra-special groups provided one has a substitute 
for Dade’s theorem (cf. Feit [9, pp. 43994401, noting that there “induction” 
should read “tensor induction”). 
6. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Assume the theorem is false, and let (G, x) be a minimal counterexample 
(in the usual sense). Again we do exclude the property “algebraic”; the 
corresponding statement will eventually follow from Lemma 5 and Feit’s 
theorem [9, X.7.21. 
Since x is irreducible as a Brauer character, it can be written in K= K(X). 
Let W be “the” RG-lattice affording x, and let m = W/x W. Write also H = 
O,.(G) and P = O,(G). We begin by investigating whether the arguments 
for Propositions A and B remain valid in the present situation. (The num- 
bers (l)-(9) will always refer to these propositions.) 
(a) Conditions (l)-(5) hold. It is straightforward that (l), (2), (3) (5) 
are valid. Concerning (4) we have to take care of the structure of G 
in case p = 2 (H3). Here we had to pass to a central extension 
I? t-, (? + G/H. But this is no problem since R is a p’-group. 
(b) We may (and do) assume that K contains the IGI th roots of unity. 
Assume the theorem holds when replacing K by a suitable extension field. 
Then P is abelian by Lemma 6, noting that x is faithful by (1). As x is 
K-primitive by (5) P is even cyclic. By (4) H is a cyclic central subgroup 
of G. Since G is p-solvable, C,(P) = O,,,(G) = PH. We conclude that G/P 
is abelian. Since W is an absolutely simple k[G/P]-module, by hypothesis 
and the choice of k, necessarily dim, w= 1 = x( 1). Hence the result holds 
over K. 
(c) Condition (6) holds. This is now clear in view of (b). 
Thus there is a normal extra-special p-subgroup E of G such that 
P= EcZ(P). By (a) and (b) we know that Z(P) is a cyclic central sub- 
group of G. In particular, 
U = E/Z(E) 
is a symplectic iF,,G-module. In case p = 2, U is even an “orthogonal” 
IF,G-module as G preserves the (nondegenerate) quadratic form on U 
defined by the squaring map in E. At any rate, dimEp( U) = 2d is even. 
(d) C,(U) = O,).,,(G) = P x H. By (4) O,.,(G) = P x H. Hence 
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C,(P) E PH as G is p-solvable. By a standard argument C,(U) = C,(E) E 
(cf. [lo, (5.4.6)] or the proof for (6)). Use finally that P = E 0 Z(P) and 
Z(P) G Z(G). 
(e) In case p = 2, the order of G/H is prime to 3 and to 5. Assume the 
contrary. Choose a (2’-) element ye G such that j = Hy is of order 3 
(resp. 5). By (d) I; is nontrivial on U. 
There exists a nontrivial simple F,(j)-module U, E U (in view of 
Maschke). Then dimF2(U,) = 2 (resp. 4) and U, is the unique nontrivial 
simple ff 2( J)-module up to isomorphism. Let E, denote the inverse image 
in E of U,. If U, is nondegenerate, E, is extra-special and (y) E, involves 
S&(3) E Z, . Q8 (resp. Z, (Qs 0 D,) noting that O,+(2) is a 5’-group). 
Thus U, is degenerate. Since U, is a simple F,(J)-module, it is totally 
isotropic (E, abehan). Even more, U, must be totally singular (E, elemen- 
tary abelian). 
Let Uf = C,(E,)/Z(E) be the orthogonal complement to U, in U. This 
is (j)-invariant. By Maschke there is an F,(j)-module U, in U com- 
plementary to U: 2 U, . Since U is nondegenerate, 
The dual module U: to U, is nontrivial and simple and therefore 
isomorphic to U, (by uniqueness). Thus U2 r U,, and as before U, must 
be totally singular. However, the (direct) sum U, = U, + Uz is non- 
degenerate. Let E, and E, denote the inverse images in E of U0 resp. U,. 
Since E, is extra-special, there exist :, E Ei such that z, z2 is of order 4. 
Observing that 
we can find an isomorphism r: U, -+ Uz of F,( j)-modules mapping 
ur=Z(E)z, onto u,=Z(E)z,. The “diagonal” U,= {u+u’:u~U,} is an 
F,(j)-module isomorphic to U, which is not totally singular. This gives 
the desired contradiction. 
(f) Conditions (7), (8), (9) of Proposition B hold. In (7), (8) we had 
to pass to central extensions of G over cyclic p-groups (of order exp(E)). 
This could make trouble in view of the structure (H3) of G in case p = 2. 
But this has been ruled out by (e). 
(g) 8’ is a (simple and) faithful k[ G/P-j-module of dimension x( 1) = 
pd. P E C,( r) as m is simple by hypothesis. Since W is faithful by (1) and 
since any p’-element centralizing W also centralizes W, we have equality. 
By (7) xE is irreducible with x( 1) = (U( ‘I2 = p”. 
Let us denote by bars also quotient groups modulo P. 
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(h) N = O$( G) is a proper abelian normal subgroup of G = G/P 
satisfying Cc(N) = R. Clearly O,(G)= 1 and so C,(m) c m as G is 
p-solvable. Since m is a normal p’-subgroup of G and since w  is a faithful 
simple &?-module of dimension pd by (g), N must be abelian. Of course, 
w  # 1 for otherwise G = P by (d) and so x( 1) = dim, r= 1. Finally, m # G 
for otherwise G is abelian (as w  is), and we have the same conclusion. 
- - 
(i) N/H is cyclic. By (8) U is a simple (and symplectic) lF,G-module. 
By (d) its kernel is precisely PH. We may regard U as an [F,G-module with 
kernel Is= PH/P. 
If m acts homogeneously on U, the assertion follows from (h). So assume 
UR is not homogeneous. Suppose first that U, has just two (G-conjugate) 
homogeneous components U, , U2 which are totally isotropic. Then 
U,! = Ui for i= 1,2 and so (as IF,,N-modules) 
u, E u/u: z u:. 
Hence C,(U,) = C,(U,) and so N/C,(U)= N/C,(U,) is cyclic as before. 
In general, the (G-conjugate) homogeneous components of UN are either 
all nondegenerate or all totally isotropic [2, (7.5)]. If U, is a totally 
isotropic component, there is another one, say U,, such that U, = U, + U, 
is nondegenerate [2, (7.7)]. Hence in the remaining case there exists a 
proper extra-special subgroup E, c E such that condition (TT) holds, with 
T= N&E,,) containing the inverse image in G of N. Proposition 3 applies. 
Keep the notation of the preceding section. Then there are K-characters 
i of i: and I of G/l? such that 
x = Tens(i). x 
as a character of G. (By (7) 1 is a linear character.) Since x is p-modularly 
irreducible so is Ten:(X). Like ordinary induction, tensor induction com- 
mutes with modular decomposition. Therefore f is irreducible as a Brauer 
character as well. 
Evidently x( 1) = i( 1)” > i( 1 ), because T = NJ&) is a proper subgroup 
of G (n = IG : TI ). Also, PH s T acts trivially on the permutation module 
M = IndG,([F,). It follows from (e) that i; satisfies Hypothesis (H3) in case 
p = 2. Therefore the theorem holds for (i; f), by the choice of (G, x). Hence 
O,,(T)’ is in the kernel of f by Lemma 6. On the other hand, 
Es O,(F) n Ker(X) 
by Proposition 3. It follows that ,??I is in the kernel of 1 (as a character of 
G). Since I? maps onto E, we get that E’ = Z(E) is in the kernel of x, a 
contradiction. 
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Consequently this final case cannot happen, completing the proof of 
assertion (i). 
-- - - 
(j) C/N is an abelian p-group of order I( 1) = pd. By (i) c/C&N/H) -- 
is abelian. From (h) it follows that C&N/H) = N, noting that A is central 
--. 
in G and m is the largest normal p’-subgroup of G. Consequently G/N 1s 
an abelian p-group. Now the abelian p’-group iV decomposes as a G-group 
in the form 
lv=N()xZ(G), 
- - 
where m, = [N, G] and, in view of (h), Z(G) = C,(G). Since 17 G Z(G), No 
is cyclic by (i). Because of (h), Cc(m,) = N. 
Let A be a simple constituent of @‘m. Then dim,(X) = 1. Since R, is a 
cyclic normal subgroup of G which acts faithfully on m by (g), it must be 
faithful on 2 by Clifford’s theorem. (Of course, also Z(G) acts faithfully and 
is cyclic.) We conclude that Iv= C,(m,) is the inertia group of 1 in G. It 
follows that 
-- 
by Frobenius reciprocity. Consequently G/N has the asserted order 
dim,( IV) = pd; see (g). 
In what follows we shall investigate No more closely. Observe that 
No # 1 by (h). Let q be any prime divisor of INo1 and let X E No be any non- 
trivial q-element, say of order qr. Since q # p, we find an inverse image 
x E G of X with the same order. 
(k) The minimum polynomial of x on W is a divisor of the q’th 
cyclotomic polynomial #y,. Since x is a p’-element, the minimum polynomial 
of X on W lifts to that of x on W. But X E No and f10 is a cyclic normal sub- 
group of G. Thus (X) is normal in G. By (g) and Clifford’s theorem every 
simple (l-dimensional) constituent of IV<.?> is faithful. The result follows. 
(1) We have p=2, and x is oforder q=2d+ 1. By (d) X and hence 
x are faithful on U. Recall that x centralizes Z(E). By (7) W, affords an 
irreducible character. By (k) the degree of the minimum polynomial of x 
on W is less than o(x) = qr. Thus we are in the exceptional case of 
Hall-Higman theory (in the semisimple situation). We may apply [13, 
1X.3.21. (Using [ 17, Theorem B] one checks that K is sufficiently large.) 
We deduce that there is an integer d, 3 1 such that: 
(a) The degree of the minimum polynomial of x on W is 
qr- 1 =pdo; 
(b) 1 u: C,(x)1 = p2”o. 
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In view of (M) and (k) we have 
qr- 1 <(p(qr)=qrPl(q- 1). 
This forces Y = 1. Now by (CI) q = p”+ 1 (for primes p # q). This implies 
that p = 2, d, is a power of 2, and q is a Fermat prime [ 13, 1X.2.71. 
By (8) U is a simple [F,G-module. Since (x) is a normal subgroup of G 
and acts faithfully on U, x is fixed-point-free on U. Hence (/?) yields that 
d, = d. 
(m) N, = (X) acts irreducible on U. From (1) it follows that q is the 
unique prime divisor of lr3,1 and that m, = (2) is cyclic of order q. We 
know that U is a nontrivial F,(x)-module of E,-dimension 2d. But 
q = 2d+ 1 by (l), which forces that dim,,( U,) > 2d for any nontrivial 
simple [F,(Z)-module U,. (Clearly X maps into End,,(,>(U,,), which is a 
finite field [F,, say. Then s=dirnFz( U,) [9, 1.19.41, and one checks that 
2d + 1 divides 2’ - 1 only for s 3 2~1.) 
(n) Conclusion. Recall that N = fl, x Z(G) as a G-group (see step (j)), 
whence C&R,) = N by (h). By (1) and (m), p = 2 and No = (X) is of prime 
order q = 2“+ 1 where, by definition, dim,>(U) = 2d. By (d) U is an 
iF,G-module with kernel Z? c Z(G). Finally by (m) U is a simple 
[F, (2 )-module. Viewing U as a ( 1 -dimensional) End IF2< rj ( U)-space, we - -. 
may conclude that G/N IS isomorphic to a group of field automorphisms of 
- -. 
ff22d. Thus the order of G/N IS a divisor of 2d. On the other hand, by (j) 
-- 
2d= IGIN B 2d. 
This is possible only for d = 1 or d = 2. But then q = 3 or q = 5, which is in 
contrast to (e). The proof is complete. 
It appears to be an interesting task to determine the pairs (G, x) of the 
theorem for which the sources are even endo-trivial modules. More 
sophisticatedly, given a p-group P and an absolutely indecomposable 
RP-lattice I’, when does there exist a pair (G, x) of this type, with G 
containing P, such that V happens to be a P-source? By virtue of 
(unpublished) work of Puig, V has to be taken out of a certain finite list 
of indecomposable endo-permutation RP-modules. 
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